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Abstract—Online feedback-based rating systems are gaining
popularity. Dealing with unfair ratings in such systems has been
recognized as an important but difficult problem. This problem
is challenging especially when the number of regular ratings is
relatively small and unfair ratings can contribute to a significant
portion of the overall ratings. Furthermore, the lack of unfair
rating data from real human users is another obstacle toward
realistic evaluation of defense mechanisms. In this paper, we
propose a set of statistical methods to jointly detect collaborative
unfair ratings in product-rating type online rating systems. Based
on detection, a framework of trust-assisted rating aggregation
system is developed. Furthermore, we collect unfair rating data
from real human users through a Rating Challenge. The proposed
system is evaluated through simulations as well as experiments
using real attack data. Compared with existing schemes, the
proposed system can significantly reduce negative impact from
unfair ratings.
Index Terms—unfair ratings, detector, trust.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet, the revolutionary mass communication media,
has enabled individuals to make their personal opinions accessible to the global community at almost no cost [1]. One
important type of information sharing is through online opinion
forums and rating systems, such as Epinions [2] and Amazon
product rating. In such systems, users submit their opinions
regarding products, services or other users. Then, the submitted
opinions are analyzed, aggregated, and made publicly available.
While feedback-based rating systems are having increasing
influence on today’s consumers, ensuring reliability and robustness of such systems remains as an important and challenging
task [3].
Reliability of online rating systems largely depends on
whether unfair ratings and dishonest raters can be detected
and removed. Unfair ratings, which can be generated either
intentionally or unintentionally, do not reflect the property
of the items being rated. Dishonest raters are the users who
intentionally provide unfair ratings. There have been many approaches proposed to deal with unfair ratings. Examples include
clustering techniques [4], statistical analysis [5], endorsementbased quality estimation [3], and entropy-based detection [6].
Based on unfair rating detection, schemes are proposed to detect
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dishonest raters [3], [7]. The details of those approaches will
be reviewed in Section II.
Most existing systems share one common property: majority
rule. That is, to detect and remove the ratings that are far
away from the majority’s opinion. However, this philosophy
has two limitations. First, the attacker can recruit dishonest
raters who collaboratively manipulate ratings for one or several
items. In many practical scenarios, the number of fair ratings is
limited. This occurs when the items (products or services) are
new or unpopular. This also occurs when rating aggregation is
performed within a time window, in order to catch the dynamic
change of the items. At Amazon and Epinion, it is common
that a product has only a few (e.g. < 50) reviews/ratings and
even fewer recent reviews/ratings. Therefore, unfair ratings may
overweight fair ratings and become majority in some time intervals. Second, smart dishonest raters can introduce a relatively
small bias and make the unfair ratings difficult to detect. For
example, when there are five rating levels, as in Amazon, the
dishonest raters can rate higher or lower by one level. If there
is a sufficient number of dishonest raters, the attacker can make
a product look better or worse than its competitors. However,
it is extremely difficult for the majority-rule based methods to
detect such unfair ratings without suffering a high false alarm
rate.
In this paper, we investigate the problem from a new angle.
Instead of trying to determine whether some specific ratings
are biased, we detect the time intervals in which collaborative
unfair ratings are highly likely. We focus on product-rating type
applications, in which the normal users’ opinion should agree
with the quality of the item. The attackers insert unfair ratings
in certain time intervals to mislead the system’s opinion on the
quality of the item. The rating values are treated as samples of a
random process. Signal processing techniques are used to detect
mean change, histogram change, arrival rate change in the rating
values, and to perform signal modeling. Based on the signal
processing techniques, we design and implement four detectors.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the new detectors in
real world, we launch a Rating Challenge to collect attack data
from real human users. After analyzing the attack data and
evaluating the performance of individual detectors, we develop a
method to jointly apply different detectors. Furthermore, from
the detection results, trust in raters is established. This trust
information is applied to a trust-assisted rating aggregation
algorithm and can assist future suspicious rating detection.
Experiments show that the proposed scheme can detect smart

and collaborative unfair ratings created by real human users.
A significant reduction in the influence from unfair ratings is
observed. As a summary, our contributions include
• identifying various types of unfair ratings in online rating
systems through real-user experiments;
• developing statistical methods to detect suspicious ratings
in the scenarios where the majority rule does not necessarily hold and/or unfair ratings have moderate or small
bias;
• developing a framework that integrates trust establishment
and rating aggregation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work
and attack models are discussed in Section II. An overview of
the proposed system is presented in Section III, and the algorithms are described in Section IV. Simulation and experimental
results are presented in Section V, followed by the conclusion
in Section VI.

ratings are expected to have low quality. In [5], a statistical
filtering technique based on Beta-function is presented. The
ratings that are outside the q quantile and (1 − q) quantile of
the majority opinion are identified as unfair ratings, where q is
a parameter describing the sensitivity of the algorithm. In [7],
if a new rating leads to a significant change in uncertainty in
rating distribution, this rating is considered as unfair. All these
schemes use a hidden principle, called the majority rule. The
advantage is that they can detect unfair ratings, as long as the
unfair rating values are far away from the majority’s opinion.
However, their effectiveness is greatly reduced when the smart
collaborative attackers insert unfair ratings that are close to the
honest ratings. The proposed scheme in this paper does not have
this limitation because it detects unfair ratings using a different
principle.
All above methods require that a certain number of ratings
is available. In other words, when there are only a few ratings
for a product, it is impossible to detect unfair ratings unless
the system considers rating behavior over many products, such
as investigating similarity among user rating habits, which is
beyond the scope of this paper.

II. R ELATED W ORK AND ATTACK M ODELS
A. Related Research
In the current literature, the unfair rating problem is often
addressed from two angles: improving rating system to reduce
bias and helping users to manage rating bias [8]. In the first
type, the existing work can be roughly divided into several
categories: (1) data mining and statistical analysis approaches
that identify unusual rating behaviors [1], [3]–[5], [7]; (2)
evaluating trust in users that reflects whether the users’ rating
behaviors agree with majority or follow normal pattern [3],
[9]–[11]; (3) reducing randomness in rating by formalizing
rating submission procedure, such as asking users a list of
questions before rating submission; (4) increasing difficulty in
registering new user IDs to prevent the attackers from switching
identity or controlling a large number of user IDs [12], [13];
and (5) other design improvements including incorporating
expert reviews, controlling anonymity of raters, and punishing
violators. Interested readers can find more details in the survey
paper [8] and [14]. Since our work belongs to the first and the
second category, we will briefly discuss the second category
and then review representative schemes in the first category.
Although it is possible to use a rater’s social standing and
interaction habit to determine its levels, such information is
often not available. We focus on determining trust levels based
on the outcome of unfair rating detection. Currently, after unfair
rating detection, simple trust models are used to calculate trust
in raters, such as these in [3], [10], [11]. The accuracy and
effectiveness of trust evaluation largely depend on the accuracy
of the detection algorithms.
Unfair rating detection can be conducted from various perspectives. For example, in [4], unfair ratings and honest ratings
are separated through clustering technique. In [3], the quality
of individual ratings is evaluated by an endorsement method.
Particularly, a rater gives high endorsement to other raters
who provide similar ratings and low endorsement to the raters
who provide different ratings. The quality of a rating is the
summation of the endorsements from all other raters. The unfair

B. Attack Models
Inspired by the work in [4], we classify the unfair ratings
into two categories.
• Individual unfair ratings: an individual rater provides unfairly high or low ratings without collaborating with other
raters. This type of ratings often result from raters’ personal
preference (i.e. dispositional trust [15]), irresponsibleness,
and randomness.
• Collaborative unfair ratings: a group of raters provide
unfairly high or low ratings to boost or downgrade the
overall ratings of an item. This type of rating is often due
to strategic manipulation [16].
Compared with collaborative unfair ratings, individual unfair
ratings are less harmful and can be handled by the existing
approaches. Therefore, our focus is to deal with collaborative
unfair ratings.
In order to investigate dishonest rating behaviors of real
human users, we launched a Rating Challenge [17], in which
participants insert collaborative unfair ratings into a regular
rating data set. The participants who mislead the aggregated
rating scores the most can win a cash prize. More details of the
Rating Challenge will be described in Section V-A.
Unfair ratings can be considered as a random process, with
a mean and variance. The difference between the mean of all
unfair ratings and the mean of the fair ratings is called bias.
Based on the data collected from real human users, we observed
that there are four meaningful selections of bias and variance
of unfair ratings from the attacker’s point of view.
• Type 1: large bias and small variance
• Type 2: small bias and small variance
• Type 3: moderate bias and moderate variance
• Type 4: zero bias and large variance
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Raw Rating

The goal of types 1, 2, and 3 is to boost or downgrade the aggregated rating values. The goal of type 4 is to make the overall
rating have a large variation (or variance), which will make the
consumers have less confidence in the aggregated rating scores
and feel riskier when making purchasing decisions. Type 4 is
very special. It targets psychology more than technology. In the
rest of this paper, we will focus on type 1-3.
The cost of attack largely depends on the number of malicious
users, i.e. the number of user IDs under the attacker’s control.
Recall that one user ID cannot provide multiple ratings to the
same product. The attacker needs to acquire many user IDs. This
behavior is referred to as the sybil attack [12]. The existing
defense against the sybil attack can largely increase the cost
of registering/controlling fake user IDs [12]. Thus, the attacker
with resource constraint cannot have an unlimited number of
user IDs.
Given a fixed number of user IDs, the attacker has two
choices: inserting unfair ratings within very long time duration
(e.g. one year) or within a relatively short time interval (e.g.
a few weeks to a few months). The first choice introduces a
smaller bias in the final rating score for a longer time, whereas
the second choice introduces a bigger bias for a shorter time. We
argue that the ultimate goal of boosting/downgrading is to make
the target product look better or worse than other competing
products. If the attacker only introduces a small bias, he/she is
unlikely to change the relative ranking of comparable products.
Even if he/she can maintain this small bias for a long time, the
consequence of the attack (e.g. volume) may not be obvious.
Therefore, a more effective way is to introduce large enough
bias that changes the relative ranking. In this paper, we assume
the attacker makes the second choice. Of course, if the attacker
is really powerful, he/she can introduce a large bias during the
entire lifetime of the product. We will not study this extreme
case in this paper.
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Block diagram of the trust-enhanced rating aggregation system.

rate detector is designed to detect sudden increase in the
number of raters per time unit.
• A large number of unfair ratings can result in a change in
the histogram of overall rating values, especially when the
difference between unfair and fair ratings is large. Thus,
the histogram detector is used.
• The fair ratings can be viewed as a random noise. In
some attacks, the unfair ratings can be viewed as a signal.
Thus, signal modeling technique is used to detect whether
a signal (i.e. unfair ratings) is presented. This method can
be viewed from another angle. When the unfair ratings are
presented, the power spectrum density may change from
white to colored. Therefore, a model change detector is
designed to capture this change.
Second, outcomes of the above four detectors are combined
to detect the time intervals in which unfair ratings are highly
likely. Additionally, the suspicious rating detection module can
mark some specific ratings as suspicious.
Third, the trust manager uses the output of the suspicious interval detection and the suspicious rating detection to determine
how much individual raters can be trusted.
Fourth, the highly suspicious ratings are removed from the
raw ratings by a rating filter. Then, the ratings are combined by
the rating aggregation algorithm.

III. T RUST- ENHANCED R ATING AGGREGATION S YSTEM
D ESIGN
The overall design of the trustworthy rating analysis and
aggregation system is shown in Figure 1. The two major
components are the Rating Aggregator and the Trust Manager.
In this section, we first describe the system architecture and
then discuss design challenges.

B. Trust Manager Overview

A. Rating Aggregation Overview

Before discussing the trust manager, we introduce the relationship between trust establishment and rating aggregation.
A trust relationship is always established between two parties
for a specific action. That is, one party trusts the other party to
perform an action. The first party is referred to as the subject
and the second party as the agent. A notation {subject :
agent, action} is used to represent the trust relationship. For
each trust relationship, one or multiple numerical values, referred to as trust values, describe the level of trustworthiness.
In the context of rating aggregation,
• the rating values provided by the raters is the trust value
of {rater : object, having certain quality};

The rating aggregation process contains four steps.
First, raw ratings are analyzed. Four analysis methods, arrival
rate detection, model change detection, histogram detection
and mean change detection, are applied independently. The
philosophies behind these detectors are as follows.
• Since the primary goal of the attacker is to boost or reduce
the aggregated rating score that is closely related to the
mean of rating values, a mean change detector is developed
to detect sudden changes in the mean of rating values.
• When the attackers insert unfair ratings, they may cause
an increase in the rating arrival rate. Thus, the arrival
3

•
•

the trust in raters calculated by the system is the trust value
of {system : rater, providing honest rating};
the aggregated rating (i.e. the overall rating score) is the
trust value of {system : object, having certain quality}.

It is important to point out that the proposed methods can
detect collaborative malicious ratings that cause sudden change
in rating value statistics. They cannot address the following two
attack scenarios. First, the malicious users insert unfair ratings
from the beginning to the end of the lifetime of the target
product. Second, the malicious users introduce small but steady
change gradually such that no sudden change occurs but the
accumulated change can be large.
These two types of attacks can be detected by neither the
proposed methods nor other existing methods. However, the
attacker must invest significant more resource to launch these
attacks. Obviously, the attacker must maintain the rating bias
for a very long time. Since ratings for one product must be
from different user IDs, the attacker needs to control a large
number of user IDs. Furthermore, these user IDs cannot be
reused to attack other products since we evaluate the trust in
raters. As a summary, when the proposed defense methods are
used, the attacker will have to spend much more resource in
order to achieve the desired goal, compared to the case without
the proposed defense. In our Rating Challenge, we observe the
attacks that cannot be detected by the proposed scheme. These
attacks, however, do not introduce large damage to the overall
rating, since each participant of the Rating Challenge has a
constraint on attack resource (e.g. the number of malicious user
IDs).

When the subject can directly observe the agent’s behavior,
direct trust can be established. Trust can also transit through
third parties. For example, if A and B have established a recommendation trust relationship and B and C have established a
direct trust relationship, then A can trust C to a certain degree
if B tells A its trust opinion (i.e. recommendation) about C. Of
course, A can receive recommendation about C from multiple
parties. This phenomenon is called trust propagation. Indirect
trust is established through trust propagations. The ways to
calculate the indirect trust are often called trust models.
In the context of rating aggregation, the system, the raters,
and the object obviously form trust propagation paths. Thus, the
aggregated rating, i.e. the indirect trust between the system and
the object, can be calculated using trust models. One important
observation is that the calculation in rating aggregation can be
determined or inspired by existing trust models.
Based on this observation, we design a trust manager by
simplifying the generic framework of trust establishment proposed in [18]. As illustrated in Figure 1, this design contains the
observation buffer that collects observations on whether specific
ratings or time intervals are detected as suspicious, the trust
calculation module and trust record that compute and store trust
values of raters, and the malicious rater detection module that
determines how to handle the raters with low trust values.

IV. A LGORITHM D ESCRIPTION
A. Mean Change Detector
The mean change detector contains three parts.
1) Mean Change Hypothesis Test: For one product, let t(n)
denote the time when a particular rating is given, x(n) denote
the value of the rating, and u(n) denote the IDs of the rater.
That is, at time t(j), rater u(j) submits a rating for the product
with rating value x(j), where j = 1, 2, · · · , N and N is the
total number of ratings for this product.
We first study the mean change detection problem inside a
window. Assume that the window contains 2W ratings. Let X1
denote the first half ratings in the window and X2 denote the
second half ratings in the window. We model X1 as an i.i.d
Gaussian random process with mean A1 and variance σ 2 , and
X2 as an i.i.d Gaussian random process with mean A2 and
variance σ 2 . Then, to detect the mean change is to solve the
hypothesis testing problem

C. Design Challenges
1) : The first challenge is to design detection methods.
The trust manager determines how much a rater can be trusted
based on observations. However, obtaining the observations, or
in other words extracting features from the raw rating data is
challenging. A very popular trust calculation method is the Betafunction based trust model proposed in [19]. In this method,
S+1
trust value is calculated as S+F
+2 , where S denotes the number
of previous successful actions and F denotes the number of
previous failed actions. This method has been used in various
applications [18], [20], [21]. For rating aggregation, however, it
is difficult to determine S and F values.
Assume that we are examining trust in rater i. In this case,
S should be the number of honest ratings provided by i, and
F should be the number of dishonest ratings provided by i.
However, there is no way of perfectly monitoring rater i’s past
behavior, and we must estimate S and F values through some
detection methods. To make things even more difficult, one must
consider the fact that the rating values are highly discrete and
the number of ratings can be small (e.g. < 100) in practical
applications.
2) : The attack behaviors against rating systems can be
very complicated. Several detection strategies must be used
simultaneously. The second challenge is to understand the
effectiveness of each detector against different attacks and then
integrate multiple detectors.

H0 : A1 = A2
H1 : A1 6= A2 .
It has been shown in [22] that the Generalized Likelihood Ratio
Test (GLRT) is
Decide H1 (i.e. there is a mean change), if
W (Â1 − Â2 )2
>γ
2 ln LG (x) =
2σ 2

(1)

where Â1 is the average of X1 and Â2 is the average of X2 ,
and γ is a threshold.
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2) Mean Change Indicator Curve: Second, the detector constructs the mean change indicator curve using a sliding window.
The size of the sliding window (W ), should be carefully chosen.
It cannot be too small. Otherwise, the test in (1) will have poor
performance, i.e. low detection rate and/or high false alarm rate.
It cannot be too large because the test can only handle one mean
change in the window.
Based on (1), the mean change indicator curve is constructed as M C(k) versus t(k), where M C(k) is the value
of W (Â1 − Â2 )2 calculated for the window containing ratings
{x(k − W ), · · · , x(k + W − 1)}. In other words, the test in
(1) is performed to see whether there is a mean change at
the center of the window. Here, the value k should satisfy
W < k ≤ N − W + 1.
In addition, M C(k) can also be calculated for k ≤ W
and k > N − W + 1, by using a smaller window size. For
example, when k ≤ W , M C(k) can be calculated in the
window {x(1), · · · , x(2k − 2)} with window size (2k − 2). Of
course, the window must contain a minimum number of data
points to ensure effectiveness of the test.
Examples of mean change indictor curve are shown in Section
IV-E, Figure 2 and Figure 4. The top plot shows the rating data
x(n) vs. t(n). The blue dots represent the rating values for a
flat panel TV (the first data set) in the Rating Challenge [17],
the red circles represent the unfair ratings added by simulation.
On the MC curves (the 2nd plots), two peaks clearly show the
beginning and the end of the attack.
3) MC Suspiciousness: Based on the peak values on the
mean change indicator curve, we detect the time interval in
which abnormal mean change occurs. This interval is called
mean change (MC) suspicious interval.
When there are only two peaks, the MC suspicious interval is
just between the two peaks. When there are more than 2 peaks,
it is not straightforward to determine which time interval is
suspicious. We use trust information to solve this problem. In
particular, we divide all ratings into several segments, separated
by the peaks on the mean change indicator curve. Assume there
are M segments. In each segment, the mean value of ratings
are calculated as Bj for j = 1, 2, · · · , M . And Bavg is the
mean value of the overall ratings. A segment j is marked as
MC suspicious if either of the following conditions is satisfied:
1) |Bj − Bavg | > threshold1 . That is, there is a very large
mean change.
2) |Bj − Bavg | > threshold2 and Tj /Tavg is smaller than a
threshold, where Tj is the average trust value of the raters
in the j th segment, Tavg is the average trust value of the
raters in all segments. Here, threshold2 < threshold1 .
This condition says that there is a moderate mean change
and the raters in the segment is less trustworthy.

We want to detect whether there is an arrival rate change at day
k 0 , for k < k 0 < k + 2D − 1.
Let Y1 = [y(k), y(k + 1), · · · , y(k 0 − 1)] and Y2 =
[y(k 0 ), y(k 0 + 1), · · · , y(k + 2D − 1)]. It is assumed that y(n)
follow Poisson distribution. Then, the joint distribution of Y1
and Y2 is

p[Y1 , Y2 ; λ1 , λ2 ] =

0
kY
−1

j=k

y(j) k+2D−1
Y

e−λ1 λ1
y(j)!

j=k0

y(j)

e−λ2 λ2
y(j)!

,

(2)

where λ1 is the arrival rate per day from day k to day k 0 − 1,
and λ2 is the arrival rate per day from day k 0 to day k +2D −1.
To detect the arrival rate change is to solve to the hypothesis
testing problem
H0 : λ1 = λ2
H1 : λ2 6= λ1
It is easy to show that
¯

¯

e−aλ1 λaY1
e−bλ2 λbY2
p[Y1 , Y2 ; λ1 , λ2 ] = Qk0 −1 1
· Qk+2D−12
.
y(j)!
j=k y(j)!
j=k0

(3)

where
0

k −1
k+2D−1
1 X
1 X
Y¯1 =
y(j), Y¯2 =
y(j),
a
b
0
j=k

a = k 0 − k,

j=k

b = k − k 0 + 2D.

A GLRT decides H1 if
p[Y1 , Y2 ; λˆ1 , λˆ2 ]
p[Y1 , Y2 ; λ̂, λ̂]

> γ,

(4)

Pk+2D−1
1
where λˆ1 = Y¯1 , λˆ2 = Y¯2 , and λ̂ = 2D
( j=k
y(j)) = Ȳ .
Taking logarithm at both sides of (4), we derive
Decide H1 (i.e. there is an arrival rate change) if
a ¯
b ¯
1
Y1 ln Y¯1 +
Y2 ln Y¯2 − Ȳ ln Ȳ ≥
ln γ. (5)
2D
2D
2D
2) Arrival Rate Change Curve: Based on (5), the Arrival
Rate Change (ARC) curve is constructed as ARC(k 0 ) vs t(k 0 ).
Here, the k 0 value is chosen as the center of the sliding window,
i.e. k 0 = k + D. When D < k 0 < N − D + 1, ARC(k 0 ) is
just the left-hand side of equation (5) with a = b = D. When
k 0 ≤ D or k 0 ≥ N − D + 1, ARC(k 0 ) can be calculated using
a smaller window size, similar as the approach used in Section
IV-A2. Examples of the ARC curve are shown in Section IV-E,
Figure 2 - 4, with two peaks showing the beginning and the
end of the attack.
3) ARC Suspiciousness: Based on the peaks on the ARC
curve, we divide all ratings into several segments. If the arrival
rate in one segment is higher than the arrival rate in the previous
segment and the difference between the arrival rates is larger
than a threshold, this segment is marked as ARC suspicious.

B. Arrival Rate Change Detector
1) Arrival Rate Change Hypothesis Test: For one product,
let y(n) denote the number of ratings received on day n. We
first study the arrival rate detection problem inside a window.
Assume that the window covers 2D days, starting from day k.
5

Unfair
Rating
Type 1
Bias
large
Variance
small
Cost
moderate
MC effective?
Yes
HC effective?
Yes
ARC effective?
depends
H-ARC, L-ARC effective? Yes
ME effective?
No
TABLE I

4) H-ARC and L-ARC: For some practical rating data, the
arrival rate of unfair ratings is not very high or the poisson
arrival assumption may not hold. For those cases, we design HARC, which detects the arrival rate change in high value ratings,
and L-ARC, which detects the arrival rate change in low value
ratings.
Let yh (n) denote the number of ratings that are higher than
thresholda received on day n, and yl (n) denote the number of
ratings that are lower than thresholdb received on day n. The
thresholda and thresholdb are determined based on the mean
of all ratings.
• H-ARC detector: replace y(n) in the ARC detector by
yh (n)
• L-ARC detector: replace y(n) in the ARC detector by
yl (n).
Based on experiments, we have found that H-ARC and L-ARC
are more effective than the ARC detector when the arrival rate
of unfair ratings is less than 2 times of the arrival rate of fair
ratings.

Unfair
Rating
Type 2
small
small
high
depends
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Unfair
Rating
Type 3
moderate
moderate
high
depends
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

E FFECTIVENESS OF DETECTORS UNDER DIFFERENT TYPES OF UNFAIR
RATINGS

The model error (ME) curve is constructed with the vertical
axis as the model error, and horizontal axis as the center time
of the windows. The windows are constructed either by making
them contain the same number of ratings or have the same time
duration. The covariance method [23] is used to calculate the
AR model coefficients and errors.
Examples of the ME curve are shown in Section IV-E, Figure
3. The curve marked with ∗ is the model error for the original
rating data, the curve marked with small dots is the model error
when unfair ratings are present. It can be seen that the model
error drops when there is an attack. The time interval when the
model error drops below a certain threshold is marked as the
model error (ME) suspicious interval.

C. Histogram Change Detector
Unfair ratings can change histogram of the rating data. In
this paper, we design a histogram change detector based on
clustering technique. There are two steps.
• 1. Within a time window k with the center at tk , constructed two clusters from the rating values using the simple linkage method. The Matlab function clusterdata() is
used in the implementation.
• 2. The Histogram Change (HC) curve, HC(k) versus tk ,
is calculated as
µ
¶
n1 n2
HC(k) = min
,
,
(6)
n2 n1

E. Comparison Among Detection Methods
We have presented four different detectors. The outputs of
these detectors are intervals marked as MC suspicious, HC
suspicious, ARC suspicious, and ME suspicious. No single
detector can handle all types of attacks effectively. In this
section, we compare these detectors from two perspectives. One
is qualitative comparison under different types of unfair ratings
and the other is quantitative comparison based on their Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves.
1) Comparison under different types of unfair ratings: In
Table I, we list the features of type 1, 2, 3 unfair ratings
and qualitatively compare different detectors. In this table,
cost means the number of dishonest raters the attacker has to
control in order to cause a noticeable change in the aggregated
rating value, when the rating aggregation algorithm is simple
averaging.
• The performance of the MC detector depends on how
ambitious the attacker is. If the attacker only wants to cause
a small boost or downgrade, this detector will not be very
effective.
• The performance of the HC detectors depends on how far
the unfair ratings are away from the fair ratings. A large
bias in the unfair ratings will lead to effective HC detection.
Therefore, HC detector is effective against type 1 and type
3 unfair ratings.
• To achieve the same effect, the attackers need to insert
more unfair ratings if they use type 2 or type 3 unfair
ratings, compared with using type 1 unfair ratings. Thus,
the arrival rate of unfair ratings in type 2 and type 3 should

where n1 and n2 denote the number of ratings in the first
and the second cluster, respectively.
Examples of the HC curve are shown in Section IV-E, Figure
2 and 4. When the attack occurs, the HC(k) increases.
D. Signal Model Change Detector
Let E(x(n)) denote the mean of x(n), where x(n) denote
the rating values. When there is no collaborative raters, ratings
received at different time (also from different raters) should
be independent. Thus, (x(n) − E(x(n))) should approximately
be a white noise. When there are collaborative raters, (x(n) −
E(x(n))) is not white noise any more. Instead, the ratings from
collaborative raters can be looked at as a signal embedded in
the white noise.
Based on the above argument, we develop an unfair rating
detector through signal modeling.
• Model-error-based detection: the ratings in a time window
are fit onto an autoregressive (AR) signal model. The
model error is examined. When the model error is high,
x(n) is close to a white noise, i.e. honest ratings. When
the model error is small, there is a signal presented in
x(n) and the probability that there are collaborative raters
is high.
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Performance of MC, ARC and HC detectors under type 1 attack

Performance of MC, ARC and HC detectors under type 3 attack
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Fig. 2. Under type 1 attack (duration: 30 days, bias: 0.5, variance: 0.1 ×
variance of honest ratings, arrival rate: 3 × arrival rate of the honest ratings.)

Fig. 4. Under type 3 attack (duration: 40 days, bias: 0.2, variance: 0.5 ×
variance of honest ratings, arrival rate: 3 × arrival rate of the honest ratings.)

Performance of ARC, MC and ME detectors under type 2 attack
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be higher than that in type 1. Therefore, the ARC detector
can detect type 2 and type 3 unfair ratings well. However,
the ARC detector cannot be the only indicator because it
has high false alarm rate. In practice, the arrival rate of
fair ratings can also change rapidly. For example, after a
sale event, more people come to rate a particular product.
Through experiments, we found that the ME detector can
detect type 2 unfair ratings, but not other types. ME
detector and the ARC detector can work together to detect
type 2 effectively.

Fig. 5.
Receiver operating characteristics for slight boost (λ
[0.5, 0.5, 1, 3, 2], mean = 3.78)

=

date of 30-day duration is randomly chosen between day 31
and day 61. The unfair ratings also follow poisson arrival with
arrival rate λa . The attackers rate 5 to boost a product, or rate
1 or 2 to downgrade a product.
In case 1, attackers insert rating value 5 with λa = 1. Let
m denote the mean of the original ratings without the attack,
and ma denote the mean of all ratings during the attack. In
this case, m = 3.58, ma = 3.78, and the mean change is only
5.6%. Case 1 represents slightly boosting. Figure 5 shows the
ROC curve (detection probability vs. false alarm probability) of
ARC-H, ARC, MC and ME detectors. Considering the fact that
the mean change is only 5.6%, these detectors have satisfactory
performance. Among them, ARC-H is the best detector because
it is designed to detect boosting only. Other detectors have
similar performance.
In case 2, attackers insert rating value 5 with λa = 2. Here,
ma = 3.93 and mean change is 9.8%. Case 2 represents
moderately boosting. Figure 6 shows the ROC curves. The
performance of the four detectors is greatly improved. With 0.05
false alarm probability, ARC-H can detect 94% attacks. With
0.2 false alarm probability, ME (which is the worst in case 2)
can detect over 90% attacks. It is noted that the HC detector
does not work in the boosting scenario. Thus, its performance
is not shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

In Figures 2, 3, and 4, we show the detection curve of
different detectors under 3 types of unfair ratings. The curves
illustrates the key points in the above discussion. These figures
also serve as illustration of the detection results, as mentioned
in Section IV-A to IV-D.
2) Comparison based on ROC curves: In this section, we
construct the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves
for all four detectors in typical application scenarios.
After studying the rating data at Amazon.com, we find a
typical rating model. That is, the arrival of the ratings with the
same rating value approximately follows poisson arrival process.
Let λi denote the arrival rate of ratings with value i. The arrival
rate of all ratings can be described by λ = [λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , λ5 ].
Note that Amazon supports 5 rating levels. In addition, for
many products, we find that λ1 : λ2 : λ3 : λ4 : λ5 ≈ 1 :
1 : 2 : 6 : 2. Therefore, in the simulations, we set original
λ = [0.5, 0.5, 1, 3, 1]. The simulation time is 90 days. Unfair
ratings are inserted in a continuous 30-day duration. The starting
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Fig. 8.
Receiver operating characteristics for moderate downgrade (λ =
[0.5, 2.5, 1, 3, 1], mean = 3.19)

ROC for slight downgrade

ARC.
H-ARC/L-ARC is very sensitive. A small change in arrival
rate will result in a detection. In the real world, the rating
arrival process may not be a perfect Poisson and the arrival
rate of fair ratings may have variations. In those cases, HARC/L-ARC will make many false alarms. Therefore, HARC/L-ARC should be combined with other detectors to
reduce false alarm.
• Although the MC detector does not have the best performance, it works in both boosting and downgrading
scenarios with stable performance.
• H-ARC/L-ARC can determine whether the attack is boosting or downgrading. The ME detector is effective to detect
boosting, and the HC detector is sensitive to downgrading1 .
Therefore, H-ARC can be combined with ME, and L-ARC
can be combined with HC.
• The H-ARC, L-ARC and MC detectors detect the beginning and the end of attacks. If there is an obvious ‘Ushape’ on the detection curve, the attack interval can easily
be determined. Otherwise, they can only be used to judge
the possibility of an attack but cannot decide the attack
boundaries.
• The MC and HC detectors indicate the center of attack
interval. They can be combined with H-ARC/L-ARC to
detect the duration of the attack.
It is important to point out that the ROC curves in Figure 5 8 are for slight-to-moderate attacks, in which the total number
of unfair ratings is not overwhelming. In other words, the arrival
rate of the unfair ratings is not significant. When the arrival rate
of unfair ratings is very high, the detectors will work better and
the ROC curves will approach closer to the upper-left corner.
The attacks become obvious, not only to the detectors, but also
to the human eyes. Thus, in the simulation and experiments in
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Fig. 6.
Receiver operating characteristics for moderate boost (λ =
[0.5, 0.5, 1, 3, 3], mean = 3.93)
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Fig. 7.
Receiver operating characteristics for slight downgrade (λ =
[0.5, 1.5, 1, 3, 1], mean = 3.36)

In case 3, attackers insert rating value 2 with λa = 1
which represents slightly downgrading. Figure 7 shows the ROC
curves. HC works very well. The other detectors can also detect
this attack. Note that the mean change is only 6.1%. L-ARC
works better than ARC because it is designed for downgrading
only.
In case 4, attackers insert rating value 2 with λa = 2.
The mean change is 10.9%. Case 4 represents moderately
downgrading. Figure 8 shows the ROC curves. The performance
of all detectors is greatly improved compared with that in case
3. HC and ARC-L have super performance. For MC and ARC,
with 10% false alarm ratio, their detection ratio is above 92%.
The ME detector does not work in downgrading scenarios and
its performance is not shown in Figures 7 and Figure 8.
Through the comparisons shown in Figure 2 to Figure 8, we
make the following conclusions.
•

ARC
0.6

1 This statement is true when the product quality is good. That is, there is
a small room for boosting and a large room for downgrading. If the product
quality is very low, we simply switch ME and HC in the above statement, in
the following statements, and in Figure 9.

H-ARC/L-ARC is more sensitive and accurate than ARC
detector. Therefore, ARC can be replaced by H-ARC/L8

Path 1

MC
suspicious

H-ARC
suspicious

Yes

L-ARC
suspicious

Yes

1: For each rater i, initialize Si = 0, and Fi = 0
2: for k = 1 : K do
3:
% Let t̂(k) denote the time when we calculate trust in raters.
4:
% k is the index.
5:
for each rater i do
6:
Set ni = fi = 0,
7:
Considering
all
products
being
rated
dur-

Yes

Path 2

Fig. 9.

Procedure 1 Computing Trust in Raters

Ratings that are higher
than threshold_a are
Marked as suspicious

H-ARC
alarm

Yes

ME
suspicious

Yes

L-ARC
alarm

Yes

HC
suspicious

Yes

Ratings that are lower
than threshold_b are
Marked as suspicious

Ratings that are higher
than threshold_a are
Marked as suspicious

ing
ni :
fi :

Ratings that are lower
than threshold_b are
Marked as suspicious

8:
9:
10:
11:

Joint Detection of Suspicious Ratings

time
t̂(k − 1)
and
t̂(k),
determine:
the number of ratings that is provided by rater i
the number of ratings from rater i and being marked
as suspicious
calculate Fi = Fi + fi and Si = Si + ni − fi .
calculate trust in rater i at time t̂(k) as: (Si +1)/(Si +Fi +2).
end for
end for

this paper, we focus on slight-to-moderate attacks by imposing
a constraint on the total number of malicious user IDs.
H. Rating Aggregation
F. Integrated Detection

Several trust models have been compared for rating aggregation in [24]. In the comparison, the modified weighted
average trust model outperforms other methods. The intuitive
explanation is as follows. Many trust models tend to lower the
trust value when trust propagates through the third party. For
instance, let Tab denote how much A trusts B and Tbc denote
how much B trusts C. Many trust models will calculate the
trust between A and C, denoted by Tac , such that Tac < Tab
and Tac < Tbc . This is reasonable in many applications, such
as in P2P networks and public key certification, in which trust
value represents whether you can depend on the other party to
perform an action. However, in rating aggregation, the goal is to
accurately estimate quality of products. It is found in [24] that
many trust models make the aggregated rating value lower than
the product quality, whereas the weighted average algorithm
does not have this problem. Thus, with a slight modification
that removes the ratings from users with low trust, the modified
weighted average trust model is adopted.
Let R denote the set of raters whose ratings are the inputs to
the aggregation module. If rater i ∈ R, let ri denote the rating
from rater i and Ti denote the current trust value of rater i. In
addition, each rater provides only one rating for one object and
Rag denotes the aggregated rating. Then,

We have developed detectors for mean change, arrival rate
change, histogram change, and model error change. The problem formulation for individual detectors are different. This is
because that attack behaviors are very diverse and cannot be
described by a single model. Different attacks have different
features. For example, one attack may trigger MC and HARC detectors, another attack may trigger only L-ARC and
HC detectors.
In addition, the normal behaviors, i.e. fair ratings, are not
stationary. Even without unfair ratings, the statistics of the
fair ratings can have variation. In smart attacks, the changes
caused by unfair ratings and the nature changes in fair ratings
are sometimes difficult to differentiate. Thus, using a single
detector will cause a high false alarm rate. Based on the above
discussion, we develop an empirical method to combine the
proposed detectors, as illustrated in Figure 9.
There are two detection paths. Path 1 is used to detect strong
attacks. If the MC indicator curve has a U-shape, and H-ARC or
L-ARC indicator curve also has a U-shape, the corresponding
high or low ratings inside the U-shape will be marked as
suspicious. If for some reason, H-ARC (or L-ARC) indicator
curve does not have such a U-shape, H-ARC (or L-ARC) alarm
is issued. The alarm will be followed by the ME or HC detector.
This is path 2. Path 2 detects suspicious intervals. Since there
may be multiple attacks against one product, the ratings must
go through both paths. Path 1 and Path 2 are in parallel.

X
1
ri · max(Ti − 0.5, 0) .
i:i∈R max(Ti − 0.5, 0) i:i∈R
(7)
It is noted that 0.5 is used as the threshold value in (7).
This is because the initial trust value is 0.5 when there is no
observations (i.e. Si = 0 and Fi = 0 in Procedure 1). In
simulations, we observe that the overall performance of the
proposed system is not sensitive to the choice of this threshold.
Finally, from the description of the algorithms, it is easy to
see that the computation and storage complexity of the proposed
scheme increases linearly with the number of products or the
number of users.
Rag = P

G. Trust in Raters
It is noted that we cannot perfectly differentiate unfair ratings
and fair ratings in the suspicious intervals. Therefore, some fair
ratings will be marked as suspicious. As a consequence, one
cannot simply filter out all suspicious ratings. In our work, this
suspicious rating information is used to calculate trust in raters,
based on the beta-function trust model [19]. The calculation is
described in Procedure 1.
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V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
1.2

A. Rating Challenge and Experiment Description
For any attack-resistant on-line rating analysis and aggregation system, it is very difficult to evaluate their performance
in practical settings. This is due to the lack of realistic unfair
rating data. Even if one can obtain data with unfair ratings from
e-commerce companies, there is no ground truth about which
ratings are dishonest.
To understand human users’ attacking behavior and evaluate
the proposed scheme against non-simulated attacks, we designed and launched a Rating Challenge [17]. In this challenge,
• We collected real online rating data for 9 flat panel TVs
with similar features. The data are from a well-known
online-shopping website.
• The participants to the Rating Challenge download the
rating dataset and control 50 biased raters to insert unfair
ratings. In particular, the participants decide when the 50
raters rate, which products they rate for, and the rating
values.
• The participants’ goal is to boost the ratings of two
products and reduce the ratings of another two products.
• The successfulness of the participants’ attack is determined
by the overall manipulation power, called MP value. For
o
(ti )| during
each product, we calculate ∆i = |Rag (ti )−Rag
every 30 day period, where Rag (ti ) is the aggregated rating
o
value with unfair ratings, and Rag
(ti ) is the aggregated
rating value without
unfair
ratings.
The overall MP value
P
is calculated as k (∆kmax1 + ∆kmax2 ), where ∆kmax1 and
∆kmax2 are the largest and 2nd largest among {∆i }0 s for
product k.
• The participants that can generate the largest MP value win
the competition.
As we discussed previously, in the real world, attackers may
boost their own products and downgrade the rivals’ products
at the same time. Thus, we use MP instead of the aggregated
rating score of a single product to rank the submitted attacks.
In addition, the real online rating data may contain unfair
ratings. After examining the rating data manually, such as
checking whether there is large variation in the aggregated rating
scores in a very short time and whether the rating scores for the
same product at different websites are consistent, we assume
that the real online rating data do not contain collaborative
unfair ratings. Recall that the goal of the collaborative unfair
ratings is to introduce bias in aggregated rating scores.
In the Rating Challenge, the participants know the original
online rating dataset, the rule of the competition including
detailed evaluation criteria, the MP score of each of their
submissions, and their rank. They do not know the underlying
detection algorithms. The numbers of honest ratings for four
products are 177, 102, 238, and 201, respectively. Since the
number of unfair ratings for one product cannot be more than
50, the ratio between the total number of dishonest ratings and
that of honest ratings is less than 0.28.
The Rating Challenge has been successful. We have collected
252 eligible submissions of unfair ratings. We evaluate the
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Fig. 10. Features of real users’ attack behavior. (Red color indicates strong
downgrading attacks for SA scheme; blue color indicates strong boosting attacks
for SA scheme. About 252 attacks against product 1. )

performance of the proposed system using the unfair rating
data. In the experiment, all raters’ trust values are initially
assigned as 0.5. The window size of the MC detector, H-ARC/LARC detectors, HC detector, and ME detector are 30 (days), 30
(days), 40 (ratings), and 40 (ratings), respectively. In the H-ARC
and L-ARC, thresholda = 0.5m and thresholdb = 0.5m+0.5,
where m is the mean of the ratings in the time window.
For the purposed of comparison, we also evaluate the performance of three other schemes.
1) SA scheme - No attack detection, using simple averaging
for rating aggregation.
2) BF scheme - Using the beta-function based filtering technique proposed in [5] to remove unfair ratings. Then, the
trust value of rater i is calculated as (Si +1)/(Si +Fi +2),
where Fi is the number of ratings (from rater i) that have
been removed, and Fi + Si is the total number of ratings
provided by rater i.
3) DC scheme - Using the proposed detectors without trust
establishment.
B. Results
We have collected 252 valid submissions. Each submission
contains unfair ratings for 4 products. Since each participant
controls 50 user IDs, he/she can insert up to 50 unfair ratings
for each product. In total, we have 1008 sets of unfair ratings
and each set contains no more than 50 unfair ratings for one
product. The features of the attack data are shown in Figure 10,
in which each circle represents one attack against product 1.
The x-axis is bias, i.e. difference between the mean of dishonest
ratings and the mean of honest ratings. The rating values are
between 0 and 5, and the mean of honest ratings for product
1 is around 4. Thus, the bias is between -4 and 1. Positive
bias means promotion and negative bias means downgrading.
The y-axis is the standard derivation of the unfair rating values.
From Figure 10, we can see that the collected attack dataset
10
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Trust values of the raters in the proposed scheme

Fig. 11. Performance comparison in terms of the MP resulting from Top 20
attacks against SA

ratings. This is why the beta filter performs worse. In addition,
when the attacks do not have a large bias, the beta filter cannot
detect unfair ratings. This is why the beta filter has almost the
same performance as the simple averaging under some attacks.
Therefore, the beta filter scheme, as well as other majority-rule
based schemes, is not affective in detecting smart attacks from
real human users.
Third, trust establishment plays an important role in the
proposed scheme. Without trust model, although the proposed
detectors can detect the attack and reduce MP value greatly,
the performance is still worse than that of our proposed scheme
with trust. No matter how good the detectors are, there is a small
amount of false alarm. With trust establishment, good users and
bad users can be distinguished in several rounds rather than in
one shot. In Figure 12, we show the trust values of the honest
raters and the trust values of the raters inserted by the attackers.
Our trust model works very well in distinguishing honest raters
from attackers.
Fourth, the top 1 attack has the greatest impact upon the
aggregated rating when SA and BF schemes are used. However,
when the proposed scheme is used, this top 1 attack cannot do
much to the aggregated rating value. We studied this attack
and found that the attacker concentrates all unfair ratings in
short time periods regardless boosting or downgrading. This
aggressive attack is caught by the proposed scheme accurately
but cheats the SA and BF schemes very well.
In Experiment 2, we select the top 20 attacks that are
strongest against the BF scheme. Figure 13 shows the performances of the four schemes. Again, the proposed scheme has
the best performance. SA and BF have the similar performance.
DC can catch most of the attacks but its performance is worse
than that of the proposed scheme with trust establishment.
In this experiment, we also calculate the detection rate and
false alarm rate for individual detectors and for the DC scheme.
The minimum, maximum, and average values are shown in
Figure 14. The detection rate and false alarm rate of a detector
only count the attacks that trigger this detector. For example,

contains many type 1, 2, and 3 attacks. The bias and variance
vary in a large range. The attack data against other products
have similar features. The attack duration, which is not shown
in Figure 10, also has a large variation, ranging from a few days
to the entire lifetime of the products. It is important to point out
that duration, bias, and variance are not the only features of an
attack. Some participants inserted unfair ratings manually. With
the same statistical properties, two attacks can have different
strength.
There are many attack data available. We cannot show all
of them due to space limitation. Instead, we compare the
performance of different schemes under the strongest attacks.
In Experiment 1, we pick top 20 attacks against the SA
scheme. That is, these 20 attacks generate the highest MP values
when the SA scheme is used. To generate strong attacks against
the SA scheme, attackers insert unfair ratings with large bias and
the attack duration is not long. In Figure 11, the four schemes
are compared under these 20 attacks. The horizontal axis is
the index of the attack data set from top 1 to top 20. The
vertical axis is the overall MP value, which is the summation
of individual products’ MP values in each submission. For
the proposed scheme, we plot its performance when choosing
different threshold values in the rating aggregation equation
(7). It is seen that the performance of the proposed scheme
is not sensitive to the threshold selection. From this figure, four
observations are made.
First, it is clear that the proposed scheme has the best
performance. It can significantly reduce the MP values resulting
from real user attacks.
Second, the performance of the SA scheme is similar to
that of the BF scheme. The BF method is even slightly worse
than the SA in some situations. There are two reasons. When
the unfair ratings are concentrated in a short time interval,
the majority ratings in this time interval can be unfair ratings.
Using the majority rule, the beta filter will in fact remove good
11
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Performance of individual detectors and their combination

2.5

2

a downgrade attack will not trigger H-ARC, and this attack
is not counted in the calculation of the false alarm/detection
rate of H-ARC. It is seen that combining the detectors can
improve the detection rate and reduce the false alarm rate. The
L-ARC detector has relatively good performance because the
strong attacks against the BF scheme often introduce a large
change in arrival rate such that the dishonest ratings become
majority in the decision window. Another detector may have
relative good performance when the test is for another type
of attacks. Combining the detectors has two advantages: (1)
improving detection rate and reducing false alarm rate; and (2)
handling a variety of attacks.
In Experiment 3, we select the top 20 attacks that are
strongest against the DC scheme. These attacks often have
moderate bias and moderate variance. Figure 15 shows the MP
values. Even in the tough cases, DC’s performance is still much
better than SA and BF schemes as shown in this figure.
Finally, in Experiment 4, we pick the top 20 attacks against
the proposed scheme. The performance comparison is shown
in Figure 16. The proposed scheme is still better than SA and
BF except for two cases (attack 3 and 6), which are the only
two cases where SA and BF perform better than or close to
the proposed scheme. Another important observation is that
trust evaluation does not necessarily improve the performance
in Figure 16.
Each malicious user provides up to 4 ratings. If all these
ratings are unfair ratings, the malicious users can cause bigger
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Fig. 16. Performance comparison in terms of the MP resulting from Top 20
attacks against the proposed scheme

change in the average rating scores. In previous experiments,
we pick 20 attacks that are strongest against SA, BF, and
DC schemes, respectively. The malicious users in these attacks
often provide 4 unfair ratings. When the malicious users each
provide 4 unfair ratings and honest users each provide a few
honest ratings, the trust evaluation mechanism will lower the
trust scores of malicious users, which makes trust evaluation
very effective. This is why the proposed scheme has large
performance advantage over the DC scheme (detector only) in
Figure 11, 13, and 15.
In Figure 16, we pick strongest attacks against the proposed
scheme. After carefully examining the attack data, we find
that the malicious users in these attacks are smart enough to
boost their trust values. Specifically, they give honest ratings
to some products to boost their trust value, and then give 1∼2
unfair ratings to attack the target products. Furthermore, some
participants even find a way to attack the unfair rating detection
algorithms. They insert high ratings when there are high ratings
from honest raters, and/or insert low ratings when there are
12

Challenge winners, we realize that game theory might be used
to describe the interaction between attackers and the defense
mechanisms. If the attacker does not know that there is a
detector, he/she would be aggressive and pursue the greatest
MP by concentrating unfair ratings with a high bias, which
can be detected accurately by the proposed scheme. If the
attacker is afraid of being detected, he/she would be cautious
and insert the unfair ratings with a small bias. He/she may
even attack the detection algorithms directly. These issues are
worth further investigation. Although our detector cannot detect
some smart attacks, the MP values of these attacks are also
low. The proposed scheme can greatly reduce the influence
of collaborative unfair ratings, and therefore make the rating
system reliable and robust.
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Trust values of the raters in the proposed scheme

Simple Average
Beta-function filtering
Detector Combination
The proposed scheme

Fig. 18.

Against top 20 strongest attacks
Min
Max
Average
7.12
9.79
8.10
7.15
10.18
8.14
3.75
4.63
3.96
1.83
2.73
2.11

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the problem of detecting and
handling unfair ratings in on-line rating systems. In particular,
we design a comprehensive system for integrating trust into
rating aggregation process. For detecting unfair ratings, we
develop a model error based detector, two arrival rate change
detectors, a histogram change detector, and adopt a mean change
detector. These detectors cover different types of attacks. A
method for jointly utilizing these detectors is developed, based
on the classification of human users’ attacking behavior and
ROC analysis. The proposed solution can detect dishonest raters
who collaboratively manipulate rating systems. This type of
unfair raters is difficult to be caught by the existing approaches.
The proposed solution can also handle a variety of attacks.
For performance evaluation, we design and launch a Rating
Challenge to collect real users’ attacking data. The proposed
system is evaluated against attacks created by real human users
and compared with majority-rule based approaches. Significant
performance advantage is observed.

Against all attacks
Average
4.8
4.3
2.1
0.9

MP values resulting from top 20 strongest attacks and all attacks

low ratings from honest raters. By doing so, they make the
honest ratings look suspicious to the ME detector. This causes
false positive and reduces the trust value of honest users. Both
strategies hurt the effectiveness of trust evaluation.
Figure 17 shows the average trust values of honest and dishonest users in this experiment. Clearly, the average trust value
of malicious users is slightly higher than that of honest raters
in attack 3 and attack 6. As a consequence, the performance of
the proposed scheme is sometimes better and sometimes worse
than the DC scheme. This represents the case in which trust
evaluation is not effective.
However, this is not a big problem because the attack power
has been diluted and MP under this type of attack is not high.
In Figure 16, the MP value of attack 3 and attack 6 is around 2,
which is much lower compared with the MP values without the
proposed scheme in previous experiments. Even if the proposed
scheme cannot catch those unfair ratings accurately, the rating
system is reliable with stable performance.
In Figure 11, 13, 15 and 16, we have shown show the MP
values of the four aggregation algorithms under their respective
worst case scenarios. That is, we have picked the top 20
strongest attacks against each of the four algorithms. In the first
four columns in the table in Figure 18, we show the minimum,
maximum and average MP values of each individual method
when they are facing these strongest attacks against them. In the
last column, we show the average MP value when the defense
methods are tested against all attacks in the attack dataset. The
advantage of the proposed scheme is clearly shown. Compared
with the majority-rule based methods and simple averaging, the
proposed scheme reduces the MP value by a factor of 3 or more.
From Experiments 1 through 4 and feedbacks from the Rating
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